A Cultural Publication for Puerto Ricans
From the editor . . .
Fiestas patronales in Puerto Rico are yearly celebrations held in each
municipality of the island. These are patron saint fiestas and, of course,
are heavily influenced by Spanish culture and religion, and are dedicated
to the parish saint.
The festivities usually include religious processions honoring
its Catholic patron saint and a statue of the saint is carried in the parade.
The processions are much like a parade, but include a religious tone. The
festivals not only feature parades, but also booths much like a carnival
with games and contests, artisans, amusement rides, traditional food or
frituras, costumes, and live entertainment.
For example, nine different towns on the island have made Virgen del
Carmen their patron saint. This religious figure is one of the many
invocations of the Virgin Mary and is honored by her towns on July 16.
Travelers who decide to go to places like Arroyo, Aguadilla, Villalba,
Cidra, Culebra or Barceloneta during this time will have the chance to
participate in the various festivities. For instance, in Aguadilla, people
start celebrating across the city on July 9. Then, on July 16, they meet at
the plaza and follow a religious procession to the sea.
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Later in the month, locals in Aibonito, Fajardo, Guanica, Loiza Aldea
and Santa Isabel gather in their towns to celebrate the festival of their
patron saint Santiago Apóstol. This Catholic saint, apostle and martyr is
honored every year on July 25. The tradition to celebrate the apostle was
brought to the island of Puerto Rico by the Spanish conquistadors in the
1500s, but travelers who have a chance to see this festival will know that
the practice is still very much alive today. For example, in Loiza Aldea,
the celebration begins on July 25 and lasts for a full week. During this
time, locals engage in religious events as well as a carnival celebration.
In order to tell the history of the patron saint and his festival, four people
from the town also dress up as characters and put on a performance.
Each town celebrates its own fiesta annually dedicated to their parish
saint and each town celebration has its own local and regional flavor.

Siempre Boricua, Ivonne Figueroa
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Diving with Sea Turtles
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Staff
Ivonne Figueroa
Executive Editor & Gen. Mgr.
Anna María Vélez de Blas, Chef
Recipe Tester and Writer

Jaime Garibay Rivera, PhD
Jaime in the Kitchen, Food Blog

Are you looking to get lost in time and get a taste of the Caribbean
paradise? When you feel the warm fine sand and the gentle cool
breeze, witness the crystal-clear turquoise tranquil water, and nothing
but a serene lush environment you know you have reached Puerto
Rico.

Guillermo ‘Don Guillo’ Andares, PhD
Gardening Tips for Puerto Ricans

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor

Diego Matos Dupree
Take the opportunity to enjoy swimming with the majestic Green sea
turtles in their native sea grass beds while taking in the gorgeous
scenery.
Make sure you hold your snorkel tightly because speechlessness
followed by excitement is a known effect after discovering the hidden
secrets in the unspoiled reefs on the ocean floor. Grab your snorkeling
gear to see all the colorful fish, turtles, rays, stars, urchins, and more.

Tavernero

Joe Román Santos
Travel Editor

Lisa Santiago Brochu, Chef
Restaurant Reviews

Luisa Yaliz Alaniz Cintrón, MD
Guest Writer

Betty Nieves-Ilyas
The beaches of Puerto Rico, particularly the north coast and the
islands of Vieques and Culebra are prime nesting grounds for the
endangered leatherback giant sea turtles. After 2 months incubating in
the heat of Puerto Rico, it’s time for the baby turtles to hatch and
return to the sea.
You could say that turtles were the original tourists to Puerto Rico
(and much of the Caribbean). Hawksbill, Leatherback, and Green Sea
Turtles are often found on the beaches of mainland Puerto Rico and
its outlying islands (generally from February to August), and the locals
take great care to protect their reptilian friends.
Conservation efforts strive to provide turtles with safe nesting
grounds, clear of all sign of human activity (a mere footprint, for
example, could prove fatal to hatchlings trying to make it from shore to
sea).

EL BORICUA is a monthly cultural publication,
established in 1995, that is Puerto Rican owned and
operated. We are NOT sponsored by any club or
organization. Our goal is to present and promote our
"treasure" which is our Cultural Identity - “the Puerto
Rican experience.” EL BORICUA is presented in
English and is dedicated to the descendants of Puerto
Ricans wherever they may be.

Guest Writer

Sally Rubio Canales
Guest Writer

Support Staff
Fernando Alemán Jr - Web Consultant
José Rubén de Castro -Photo Editor
María Yisel Mateo Ortiz -Development

Special Thanks to . . .
Tayna Miranda Zayas of MarkNetGroup.com

There are three Puerto Rico's you need to learn
about; the old, the new and the natural. Learn about
our little terruño. Subscribe to EL BORICUA, a
monthly cultural publication for Puerto Ricans.
http://www.elboricua.com/subscribenow.html
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Those from Culebra are known as Culebrenses

Speaking Puerto Rican . . .
‘A mi plín’ – I don’t care or I could care less.

Mi Puerto Rico
Joe Roman Santos, Editor

Trivia
Isla Culebra (Snake Island) is an island-municipality of Puerto Rico. It is located
approximately 17 miles (27 km) east of the Puerto Rican mainland, 12 miles (19 km)
west of St. Thomas and 9 miles (14 km) north of Vieques. Culebra is spread over 5
wards and Culebra Pueblo, the downtown area and the administrative center of the
city. Residents of the island are known as Culebrenses. With a population of 1,818 as
of the latest census, it is Puerto Rico's least populous municipality. Originally
called Isla Pasaje and Isla de San Ildefonso, Culebra is also known as Isla
Chiquita (“Little Island”) and Última Virgen (“Last Virgin”, due to its position at the
end of the Virgin Islands archipelago). Culebra can only be reached by ferry boats,
then you can rent a car or take a taxi to your destination. There are awesome
beaches there as well as nature reserves and the remains of military training
facilities.
Joe is a schoolteacher in Houston and spends most of his holidays and summers in
Puerto Rico.

As parents, many of us have seen how recent
terrorist acts can frighten our young children.
Between the Internet, TV news, and the talk
among friends, even fairly young children
may worry that what has happened elsewhere
might happen to them. While there's no
rational explanation for the recent horrific
acts, don't simply dismiss your child's
questions or fears about such incidents. Most
young children can't really understand what
has transpired, but will often personalize it,
imagining it as something that could easily
happen to them. When children have to face
things they don't understand, their
imagination can take over.

Luisa Yaliz Alaniz Cintrón, MD
Child Psychiatrist & Behavioral Expert
with family roots in Ponce.

In terms of communicating with your
children it's important to be positive, calming
and reassuring, not to increase their fear
levels. You don't want to be dismissive,
treating the child's question as absurd or not
worth considering. A child's fears are always
very real to the child and won't disappear
simply because Mom or Dad says that's a
"silly" thing to be worried about. Instead, it's
more helpful to explain to your child what
has happened in age-appropriate words with

an emphasis on reassuring the child. Let your child to know that he or she is safe and that you
are there to protect. Yes, that bad people made the bad event happen, but that there is no
connection to him or her, or your family. Try to limit the information input. Don't let the kids
watch the TV news and don't discuss your own concerns in front of them.

Culebra original names were "Isla Pasaje" and
"Isla de San Idelfonso" in honor of Bishop San
Idelfonso de la Culebra. Cayetano Escudero was
the first Delegate of Culebra appointed by a
Governmental order from Vieques on August 2,
1881.

Refrán . . .
El que bien vive bien cría. Those who are well
mannered will raise their children properly.

Trivia
On February 27, 1909, a bird refuge was established in
Culebra, making it one of the oldest refuges in the
system. Since then much of the island and the
surrounding 23 islets including Culebrita are protected
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a nature
preserve, making the islands one of only two nesting
sites for giant sea turtles in the U.S.

http://www.elboricua.com/CCNOW_Calderos.html

BORICUA . . .
is a powerful word.
It is our history,
it is our cultural affirmation,
it is a declaration,
it is a term of endearment,
it is poetic . . .
......
it is us.
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July 3,
1935

Cheo Feliciano, musician b.

July 4,
1943

Gerardo Rivera, Lawyer and TV personality
b.

July 9,
1909

b. Gilberto Concepción de Gracia was a
founder and first president of the Partido
Independentista Puertorriqueño. Born in
Vega Alta Concepción received several
degrees in Puerto Rico and the US. He died
in San Juan on March 15, 1968.

July 17,
1859

b. Luis Muñoz Rivera, poet, speaker,
journalist, politician, head of the prostatehood Liberal Party. Muñoz Rivera
served as Resident Commissioner in
Washington. He was born in Barranquitas
and died in San Juan in 1916.

July 17,
1757

Juan Alejo de Arizmendi y de la Torre was a
Catholic priest who became Puerto Rico's
first native Bishop.

July 21,
1946

Jesús T. Piñero is appointed first native
governor of Puerto Rico.

July 25,
1898

U.S. invades Puerto Rico through the port at
Guánica

White-on-red painted saladoid bowl

Origins
The origins of the Tainos are traced to the banks of the Orinoco
River in Venezuela. As early as 2100 B.C. villages of
horticulturalists who used pottery vessels to cook their food had
been established along the Middle Orinoco. During the ensuing two
millennia their population increased in numbers and they expanded
down river and outward along the Orinoco's tributaries to the
coasts of Venezuela, the Guianas, and Trinidad. Their movements
are easily traced because the pottery they manufactured is so
distinctive. Called Saladoid after the archaeological site of
Saladero, Venezuela, their vessels were decorated with white-onred painted, modeled and incised, and crosshatched decorations.
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Don Guillo, the gardener . . . .
This tropical plant is called
Croton it adds incredible
tropical color to your patio
or landscape with variegated
leaves.

Soy Mamey Santiago Luna
I now live in San Antonio with my new family.
I was a beach dog for a little while in Fajardo after my owner died, but
was rescued. Now I am happy again.

I have other friends in PR that also need to find a home.
http://www.saveasato.org

These are very tolerant plants.
Don't worry about giving
them too much or too little
water. Need good drainage.

These plants grow in warm
climates (growing zones 911) when planted in the
ground. However, they
thrive anywhere in the
country as patio and
houseplants. Very easy to
keep.
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Alejandro Javier García
Padilla (born August 3, 1971) is an
attorney and the 11th and
current Governor of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
Prior to this position, García
Padilla held various roles in
the political landscape of Puerto
Rico; first as Secretary of
Consumer Affairs, and then as a
member of the 24th Senate of
Puerto Rico and as president of
the Popular Democratic Party
(Partido Popular). Domestically,
Alejandro Javier Garcia Padilla he is a staunch advocate
Governor of Puerto Rico
for maintaining the current
political status of Puerto Rico as that of an unincorporated territory of
the United States with self-government, while at the national level he is
a member of the Democratic Party.
he was not able to persuade several members of his own party to support
his proposals. This failure, in addition to his low popularity, ultimately led
him to not seek re-election thus becoming the second governor in Puerto
Rican history to not do so after his first term.

Spiked Guava Punch
1.75 liters white Puerto Rican rum
1 quart guava nectar
1 quart 7-Up or Sprite
Mix all ingredients in a large punch bowl.
Serve well chilled.

Strange foods

Gandinga
Just the name sounds a bit weird, doesn't it? Well, the dish
doesn't disappoint on the out-of-the-ordinary scale.
Gandinga is a rich, heavy stew made from pig organs. The
heart, liver and kidneys all go into the dish, along with less
frightening ingredients like tomatoes, capers, green plantains
and bananas, and sofrito.

Sally Rubio Canales
is a guest writer with
roots in Ponce. She
lives in St Louis with
her two daughters and
spends the summers
in Puerto Rico.

* Diego Matos Dupree, born in Bayamón, is a tavernero for
a popular cruise line and lives on board most of the year. He
gets to travel the world for free.
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Our PRIMOS section journeys through Latin America celebrating our cousins.
This section was added in 1998 in order to become more inclusive and at the request of several public schools using our publication in the classroom.

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor

Mandocas
Venezuelan Plantain Corn Fritters
Great traditional breakfast food
1½ cups cornmeal
1 large yellow plantain
8 ounces queso fresco
½ cup brown sugar
½ cup hot water

* Elena, born and raised in Puerto
Rico to Brazilian and Peruvian
parents, lives in Buenos Aires most of
the year. She works for a large South
American firm and travels throughout
Latin America. She comes home to
San Juan.

Crumble the cheese into small pieces.
Peel and boil the plantain for 10 minutes until tender.
Place the ingredients into the food processor and pulse until combined.
Knead into a dough.
Bring oil to 350°F.
Roll dough into logs and bring together at ends to form a ribbon bow shape.
Fry mandocas at 350°F. for about 5 minutes until browned. Serve warm with honey
mustard sauce.

Canaima National Park, Venezuela
Behind the waterfall!
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Jaime in the Kitchen
A Food Blog

Cocina Criolla – Cooking Hints
By: Anna María Vélez de Blas

Spanish vs Mexican Chorizo
Chorizo is a highly seasoned reddish-hued fatty sausage, no matter where it
comes from. The Spanish and Mexican varieties use different spice blends
and are uniquely prepared, so they do not taste exactly the same. Neither do
they have the same texture.
Spanish chorizo is usually cured or smoked and wrapped in a casing. It is
already cooked and does not need any further cooking or preparation to
enjoy. The fat pockets are a sign of quality, adding great flavor to the
chorizo. Because of this, it’s best not to cook Spanish chorizo in a way that
would melt out the fat.
I like to eat Spanish chorizo as-is on a charcuterie board with marvelous
Spanish cheeses and a glass of wine. However, if you want to throw it in
paella, rice, wraps, scrambles, or any other recipe, quickly sear it in a hot
skillet to seal the edges so the fat stays intact.
I consider Mexican chorizo the slightly more casual cousin of Spanish
chorizo. It is most commonly sold raw and must be cooked before
consuming, remove casings first. It is also delicious but slightly different
that Spanish chorizo and breaks up during cooking.

*Anna, born in Bayamóm and raised in Aibonito, is a Recipe Tester for EL
BORICUA, a staff writer, and is also a professional Chef. She lives in California with
her husband, Joe and their three children.

You know me by now, I’m a meat and potatoes, plantains and fried
food guy, so you should be surprised I am talking about a green
salad. But, it’s not just a green salad, it has avocados and crab
meat and it is simply finger licking good! My daughters are always
on a diet and made this for me one day, after that my son and I
have made this twice already.

Avocado & Crab Salad
8 oz white crab meat - I used crab claws, broken up
2-3 handfuls of fresh baby spinach leaves
3 plum tomatoes - sliced into a bite size pieces
2 tropical avocados - peeled and sliced to a bite size pieces
2 tbsp lemon juice or more to taste
1 tbsp olive oil
2 tsps Sazonador Total (Goya)
2 tbsp chives - chopped
1 tbsp cilantro – chopped
Garlic salt
salt & pepper to taste
In a big bowl, whisk oil with lemon juice, pinch of salt and pepper,
add spinach leaves and toss them in this simple dressing until the
leaves are well coated.
Add avocado, tomatoes, crab meat, Sazón, chives and cilantro into
the bowl with the spinach, mix gently, season with garlic salt and
lemon juice and serve. – That’s it!

* Jaime Garibay Rivera, Ph.D. is a retired college professor
(Aerophysics), now living in Miami. He has three children and his
family roots are in Mayagüez.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Tomates en Escabeche
appetizer
3 lbs large ripe tomatoes, cored and cut into 6 wedges
4 large scallions, thinly sliced, white and green parts
2 tbs fresh cilantro, chopped
2 tbsp capers
1 cup extra virgin olive oil
3/4 cup plain rice vinegar
2 tbs dark brown sugar, packed
1 celery stalk, thinly sliced
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 tbs fresh oregano, chopped
2 tsp fresh thyme, chopped
1 tsp hot pepper sauce
1 tsp lemon peel, grated
kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste
Combine tomatoes, green onions, cilantro, and capers in a large
glass bowl.
Combine oil and all remaining ingredients in a heavy sauce pan.
Stir over medium-low heat until sugar and salt dissolve, about 1
minute.
Stir warm sauce into tomato mixture, cover with plastic wrap and
chill for at least 4 hours. Serve on crackers.

Pasta Criolla

1.5 pounds shrimp (peeled, deveined, tails removed)
garlic powder
salt and pepper to taste
2-3 tablespoons flour
1-2 tablespoons olive oil
2 cups chicken broth
1 cup heavy whipping cream
½ cup sofrito
1 pkt Sazón con achiote
8 ounces linguine pasta
2-3 tablespoons fresh cilantro, chopped
1 avocado, diced
Generously season the shrimp with garlic, salt and pepper. Add
flour one tablespoon at a time, tossing to coat, until the shrimp is
evenly coated with flour and no longer sticky.

Guava Buttercream Icing
for 12 cup cakes
¼ cup and 2 tsps shortening
¼ cup and 2 tsps butter, softened
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
2-1/3 cups and 1 tbsp
confectioners' sugar
1 tablespoon and ½ teaspoon milk
pinch of salt
1/3 cup guava marmalade
In a large bowl, cream together the butter, shortening, and vanilla.
Blend in the sugar, one cup at a time, beating well after each
addition. Beat in the milk, and continue mixing until light and fluffy.
separately blend guava until smooth, then add to butter cream a
little at a time. Refrigerate for 30 minutes to cool then use as
planned.

Heat one tablespoon olive oil in a 12-inch skillet over medium-high
heat. When the oil is very hot and just starts to smoke, add the
shrimp in an even layer. (You may have to do two batches.) Cook for
1-2 minutes per side, until crust is golden and shrimp are pink.
Remove the shrimp to a plate and set aside.
In the same skillet, add the broth, cream, sofrito, Sazón, and
linguine. You can break the linguine into smaller pieces if your skillet
isn’t large enough, but I left mine whole. Bring to a boil, then cover,
reduce heat, and simmer for 15 minutes.
Meanwhile, diced the avocado and chop the fresh cilantro.
When the pasta is tender, stir the sauce to combine, then plate the
pasta. Top with shrimp, avocado, and cilantro. Serve and enjoy!
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Mofongo
4 green plantains
Oil for frying
3 tablespoons olive oil
5 garlic cloves, minced and mashed
1 cup chicken broth
¼ teaspoon oregano
½ tablespoon fresh recao, minced
Salt to taste
Optional: fried meat of your choice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Peel plantains and cut into 1-inch chunks.
Cook the plantains over medium heat with enough oil that is
deep enough so the chunks are halfway submerged.
Turn once and cook about one minute each side until
plantains are cooked through but not overcooked nor burned.
Remove plantains from frying oil and place on a plate with
paper towels to draw the excess oil.
In a sauté pan over medium-low heat add olive oil and cook
the minced garlic cloves until fragrant but not burned.
Remove three quarter of the garlic oil and set aside.
Add chicken broth and oregano to the sauté pan with
remaining garlic oil.
Bring the liquid to a boiling point, turn down the heat to
simmer.
Add recao and keep simmering for about 15 minutes.
Once chicken broth has incorporated well with garlic oil and
oregano, give it a taste and season with salt.
Remove from pan and set aside.
In a pilón combine fried plantains and garlic oil and mash well
until you get smaller chunks. This needs to be done in small
amounts until all the plantains are mashed.
To this mixture, add a tablespoon of garlic broth at a time to
help you mash the plantain to your desired consistency and
moisture. It should not be too dry nor too wet.
Add salt to taste.
You can include fried meat of your choice, pork cracklings or
even bacon to make the mofongo even better.

Conch Fritters
Fritters
1 cup all-purpose flour
3 tsps baking powder
Salt & freshly ground pepper
1 cup ground conch, firmly packed
½ green bell pepper, finely chopped
½ red bell pepper, finely chopped
1 small onion, finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, minced
½ cup milk
1 large egg
1 tsp fresh lime juice
Dash Tabasco sauce
Oil for frying

Dipping Sauce
½ cup salsa, commercially
prepared
1 cup real mayonnaise
1 tsp garlic powder
¼ tsp cayenne pepper
½ tsp dried basil, crushed
½ tsp salt
¼ tsp black pepper

Fritters: In a large mixing bowl, whisk together the flour, baking powder,
salt and pepper.
In another bowl, combine the ground conch, green and red peppers,
onions and garlic, making sure the conch is well distributed. Add the
conch mixture to the flour mixture.
Without cleaning the conch bowl, use it to whisk together the milk, egg,
lime juice and Tabasco. Add to the conch mixture, stirring until
everything is well mixed. Cover and refrigerate up to an hour so the batter
firms a bit.
When ready to finish, heat about 1 / 4-inch oil in a large heavy skillet over
medium-high heat. Place about a heaping tablespoon conch batter for each
fritter carefully into the skillet, without crowding. This may have to be
done in batches. Press down very lightly on each portion of batter to
flatten. The fritters will spread slightly.
Cook 1 1 / 2 to 2 minutes per side or until nicely browned and cook
through. Transfer to paper towels to drain. (You may want to keep the
fritters warm in a 200-degree oven while you cook all the batter.) To
serve, place six fritters on each of four warm dishes. Place about 6
tablespoons dipping sauce in four small bowls. Serve one with each
serving. Makes 24 fritters;
Dipping Sauce: In a blender, puree the salsa. Place in a nonreactive bowl.
Add the remaining ingredients and whisk well. Cover and refrigerate
several hours. Stir before serving. Makes about 1½ cups.
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Nuestra Música

And the Winner Is…
When Tiffany Vazquez entered the Ultimate Fan Contest for Turner
Classic Movies in 2014 she never imagined that she would win.
The now 29 year-old became the victor of the contest by entering a video
about the 1948 movie, The Naked City.
She was then invited to host a relationship film series during the month of
December. Her winning streak continued as she is now a Saturday night
Turner Classic movie host!
The classic movie buff fell in love with the oldies during her first year in
college sources state. She watched, It Happened One Night with Clark Gable
and Claudette Colbert and found the connection between the classic design
of the old movies and present day film. Her interests paid off.
Many media sources have listed that Ms. Vazquez is making history in
her new employment.
The New York University film graduate is of Puerto Rican descent, making
her the first of color host. She is also the third youngest to be honored with
the position. If that wasn’t enough for history, she is the first woman to host
the prestigious classic movie channel.
A contest and a dream led to a dream job.
Congratulations Ms. Vazquez we look forward to seeing you on Saturday
nights guiding us through the widescreen gems of the past.

*Betty is a literacy teacher in Harlem and writes
children’s books. She is publishing her first, “La
Despeinada” in late spring. Betty lives with her two
children Natasha and Xavier in Brooklyn, New York.

Available online
On August 9, 1998, Salsa lost one of its greatest
singers, Frankie Ruiz, to liver failure, which according
to various resources.
One of the first to perform in the Salsa Sensual style,
Ruiz had played a major role in the resurgence of
salsa's popularity in the '70s.
A native of Patterson, NJ, Ruiz began singing at a very
young age. He was still a child when he made his
recording debut with Charlie Lopez y Su Orquesta.
Moving, with his mother, to Puerto Rico in 1965, he
became enamored by the music of a popular salsa
band, La Solucion. Attending as many of the group's
performances as possible, he quickly learned the
band's repertoire. Although his mother implored on
music director Roberto Rivera to audition him, Ruiz
was not taken seriously until the band's lead singer
failed to show for a night club engagement. Asked to
fill in for the evening, Ruiz impressed the band so
much that he was invited to become a full-time
member. He remained with the group for three years.
Leaving La Solucion in the early '70s, Ruiz accepted an
invitation to join Tommy Olivencia's orchestra. During
the three years that he spent with the group, he
scored a major hit, "La Duda."
Ruiz launched his solo career in the mid-'80s. Despite
his obvious talents as a vocalist, Ruiz was plagued by
drug and alcohol dependency and a thirst for hard
living.

